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STYLE 0600

STYLE 0588 “Biker”

inspired by 1970’s British Super Bike
Champion Barry Sheen, zipper available
in silver or black and this glove can be
specified with a contrasting gusset color.

zipper available in silver or black - pop
studs in silver only. Hand sewn finger stitch
decoration available in a variety of color
thread. This glove can be made in one color
or with 2 colors i.e. palm and back.

STYLE 0615

Dating back to the 1930’s this pattern is our
prettiest. We call it our Audrey Hepburn
glove. Pearl colored button at wrist and
turnback triangle shaped cuff which can be
ordered in a contrasting color to the glove for
maximum effect.

STYLE 0618

Probably our cleverest glove - ideal for
driving and chilly mornings combining our
world famous slink lambs wool for the back of
the glove (choice of 25 different colors) which
can be combined with a choice of leather
colors for the palm - the result is warmth on
the back of the hand whilst maintaining close
contact on the palm.
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STYLE 0622

The height of elegance - literally past the
elbow our opera style glove has two buttons
at the wrist and a 5” turnback cuff suggested
in a contrasting color so that this glove can
be worn long or scrunched down towards the
wrist for that concertina look and ultimate
chic.

Email: partner.enquiry@signature-gloves.com

STYLE 0609

Sports styling with roller bar velcro
fastening at wrist. Velcro fastening and
welt at wrist can be ordered in contrasting
color to glove. Hand sewn stitching on
fingers in choice of thread colors also
optional.

STYLE 0601

As 0622 but 5” shorter version.
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STYLE 0696

STYLE 0698

STYLE 0902

STYLE 0719

STYLE 0721

STYLE 0722

This glove style uses the combination of a
see through cut pattern back to show off the
contrasting silk lining of either black, beige,
red or navy. Clever combining of silk and
leather colors make this glove style the ultimate
accessory.

This glove is hand cut and sewn throughout
creating a classic look. The glove can be sewn
in a full range of thread colors to contrast to
the glove leather providing the maximum
opportunity for designers and buyers to
accessorise with clothing.

All leather glove with elasticated wrist
available in a variety of color combinations.
Different colors can be chosen for the back
and palm as illustrated and the stitching on
the back of the hand (points) can be sewn in a
different colour thread to add contrast.

This glove style is taken from our 1930’s
archive when it was a best seller! The buttons
shown in the illustration can be provided to
us by designers or buyers looking to match
and coordinate with garments and can also
be made with leather covered buttons in
custom colors from our full range of leather
color options.
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Velcro fastened at the wrist for the perfect
fit and made with a perforated palm
more sports styling ideal for driving.
Back and palm can be made in different
leather colours providing endless colour
combinations for that cherished sports car.
Ladies and Mens sizing.

For a different and unusual take on styling
this glove is cut with a slanted wrist. As
illustrated the 3 stitch “points” on the back
of the glove and the welt at the wrist can be
hand sewn in a contrasting thread color to
the glove for maximum impact. The addition
of a leather welt at the wrist to compliment
the thread color provides the perfect
finishing touch.

STYLE 0716

This is our full slink lambs wool glove the
softest lambs wool available. This glove
style can be cut in length to order from
traditional glove length to the wrist up to
full arm length as illustrated. The cuff can
be tunred back to reveal lambs wool.

STYLE 0726

This glove provides for a slim fit and turn
back cuff for the simplest of understated
elegance and classic styling. As with all of our
glove styling color combinations are available
to mix and match from the full palette of 50
plus leather colors.

Email: partner.enquiry@signature-gloves.com

0704 Wrist Warmers

As far back as the days of Queen Victoria
her Royal Gamekeepers charged with
keeping poachers away from the grounds of
Balmoral Castle knew the benefit of keeping
the pulse at the wrist warm for overall body
heat retention. Our wrist warmers are lined
in real rabbit fur and can be ordered in the
full range of leather colors in small, medium
and large.

STYLE 0859

Sporty and elegant - a beautiful driving glove
with an elasticated wrist for the perfect fit.
As illustrated the thread colour and leather
colour used at the welt and points can be
in contrast to the main glove colour - the
perfect solution to match that car interiour!
Ladies and Mens sizing.

